
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of markets
manager. To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for markets manager

Serve as lead reviewer for all types of reviews
Work as a Project Manager within the New Markets team, supporting Agile
software development practices with all team members
Build strong cross-departmental, collaborative relationships with Product,
Newsroom, Design, Technology, Advertising, Marketing, Audience
Development, and external vendors, becoming a trusted partner and gaining
confidence of stakeholders
Meets regularly with Team Leads to understand project and program status
Maintains project milestones and manages roadmap and release planning
with Product Leads, actively monitoring project risks and scope creep to
anticipate potential issues and proactively identify solutions
Write or drive collaboration around the creation of functional specifications,
user stories, or actionable tasks and documentation
Coordinates with the QA group on development projects and ensures that
assigned projects are properly tested
Coordinates and collaborates with other technology teams within the Times
Responsible for assessing the impact of tax law development / legislative
change and developing the strategy, tax policy and processes for the
organisation to address the changes
Establish and foster strong relationships with the business, finance and
regulatory community, in order to provide focused and business specific tax
advice and approvals
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Minimum of 3 years of relevant experience, preferably within a television
programming distribution/sales department or comparable setting
High-level and consistent attention to detail
Can handle multiple tasks simultaneously, and adhere to strict deadlines
Highly motivated and confident self-starter, with the ability to work well
under time constraints
Strong interpersonal skills in order to build relationships and trust with
Distributors, Hotel Partners, the Sales Field and other groups within
Showtime
Creativity is needed to identify, plan and execute materials that meet SNI and
Distributor/Partner objectives


